I. Citizen orientation as Leitmotif for the modernisation of Public Sector activities.

In traditional bureaucratic thinking citizens only appear as owners of (fundamental) rights against the state, as addressees resp. applicants for administrative acts, i.e. prohibitions, allowances or permissions or as participants in public planning processes. In these contexts citizen orientation was intended to achieve fundamental state principles like democracy, rule of law or the social state.

The introduction of principles of private management in public administration in the framework of the (in Germany so-called) new steering model (new public management) brought the perspective of the citizen as customer and the service orientation in the authorities. But the roles of the citizens can’t be reduced only to that of customers. Public administration is not able to deliver all services and fulfil all tasks for the community on its own. In many fields the functions of state and municipalities can only be accomplished by a collaboration of state and citizens. Citizens play an important and vital part in community development, organised or non-organised. The role of the state in modern doctrine is to coordinate all the activities of public actors, especially of different authorities, and private actors like citizen groups, non-governmental organisations or associations for the sake of the common good. This is called Governance or on the local level Urban Governance.

In principle citizen orientation and citizen participation are generally welcomed. If citizens contribute to the carrying out of public affairs, soundness and quality of administrative work are increasing as well as legitimacy, acceptability and identification. Some scholars even spoke in favour of citizen-controlled administration or called citizen orientation a performance driver. Others,
however, saw a danger of “citizen participation without citizens”. In some studies researchers came to the conclusion that only a few unorganised citizens participated in public planning and decision making processes. This is partly due to the fact that their interests and potentials are not appropriately addressed. If administrations don’t take the concerns of citizens seriously or if they have no chance to influence decisions, citizen participation might only be understood as a show-event and become thus the cause of a sense of helplessness and frustration. Sometimes public servants also lack self-confidence and/or mistrust citizens when working together.

This is why we need special quality requirements for “good citizen participation”. Varied forms of citizen participation need a different framework and adequate approaches. Citizens take distinct roles in private and public life and are in different ways involved and engaged in public affairs. There is not "the" (typical, standardised) municipality, equally we can not assume "the" (typical, standardised) citizen. Therefore it is a wrong approach to try to include all citizens using all forms of participation in all political fields. A balance sheet of democratic activities can provide a survey with different forms of participation, their use and their impact.

II. Democratic Authorisation

According to the German Constitution (Article 28, paragraph 2) responsible decisions of the own affairs of the local community can only be taken by the elected council. In exceptional cases a decision can be sought by binding referendum. Between these two fundamental forms of democracy – representative and direct democracy – different forms of collaborations among citizens and cooperation with the administration have been developed.
sometimes described as cooperative democracy\textsuperscript{9} or further reaching democratic experimentalism.\textsuperscript{10} These forms have been put in practice in many municipalities, but they are voluntary, they depend on the engagement of the participants and they have no binding consequences.

According to the traditional legal view, established and often confirmed by the German Federal Constitutional Court, citizen participation is only legitimised in preparing decisions or giving advice to the council.\textsuperscript{11} Nobody, but the elected council is authorised to make final decisions that are binding for the people living in that municipality. The right to carry out state authority needs the authorisation by the totality of the citizens given in the election. The new forms of urban or local governance, collaborations and networks are not legitimised in this way by the totality of citizens. Only those people who are interested or concerned work together, access, structure and decision-making processes are not transparent, the responsibility for decisions and the accountability (to whom?) are not clear. Thus there is a lack of democratic authorisation.\textsuperscript{12}

But this legal view causes in practice a dilemma: People who are engaged in these forms of democratic experimentalism yield their time and their knowledge. They offer active citizenship to the community, but the impact of their work is without direct consequences. Their opinions may be picked up by the council, but they may be seen as not really relevant as well. This can cause disappointment and frustration and weaken democratic engagement in the future. Thus the state looses democratic potential. On the other side those groups and networks of citizens are only accidentally composed. They often represent the people who are directly affected, but not the totality of the citizens. Can they really take decisions in the name of the common good that are binding for the whole of the community? Can they substitute or replace the decisions of the elected council?\textsuperscript{13}


\textsuperscript{13} Hill, Hermann: Integratives Verwaltungshandel – Neue Formen der Kommunikation und Bürgermitwirkung, 1993, p.973-982 (979)
This discussion shows that traditional democratic doctrine doesn’t really apply to practical problems of democracy experienced in the daily life of municipalities. Therefore we need a new legal view of democracy that is able to cope with such problems and to match constitutional and practical aspects.

Some scholars see in a new judgement of the German Federal Constitutional Court a careful opening up of its traditional principles relating democracy from a more formal to a more pluralistic understanding of legitimacy and to more substantial and evolutionary view of democracy. This can point out the direction in which a further development of local democracy may be possible.

III. Transformation of Local Self-Government

Before a new concept of joining traditional and modern forms of democratic legitimacy can be elaborated on, some trends and shifts in local self-government must be analysed. There are three main trends: The change of the substance of local decision making, the change of the decision making power of the elected council and the change of the role of the citizens. These changes lead to a transformation of local self-government and require new approaches to democratic control and legitimacy.

Local affairs as the matter of local self-government have become increasingly vague. This goes for the principle of territory, the principle of universality and the separation of community affairs and private concerns. Local affairs tend to extend in regional contexts, regional aspects overlap with local interests and decisions. Citizens not only live in one municipality, they fulfil their needs for working places, shopping, sports, culture and leisure facilities in several municipalities all over the region. Because of this interweaving of interests local councils cannot decide on local affairs as if their community were an island. They have to consider different and mutual influences.

Furthermore we have to ask the question, whether all municipalities have to produce all the necessary services or whether it is possible and useful to produce some services at a central place and only deliver them locally. New
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Developments in electronic government offer the possibility to do so, e.g. shared services and networks of delivery.\textsuperscript{16}

We shouldn’t reduce our understanding of local communities to the jurisdictional body and its authorities and thus fade out the social and political potentials of the municipal society.\textsuperscript{17} It is necessary to use and bring into action private and societal interests for the accomplishment of public affairs. The role of the active citizen should therefore develop from a mere stakeholder position to an authorised representative for the public interest. Thus individual benefits could be combined with engagement for the common good.\textsuperscript{18}

A second field of transformation is represented by the change in the decision making power of the elected council that is more and more weakened or even partly de-legitimised. The authority of the elected council is not only bound to the borders of the municipal territory, but also fixed to the election periods. On the contrary the living space of the citizens, the complexity of their life events and their horizon of interest and responsibility reach beyond these spatial and temporal frontiers and are oriented on holistic and sustainable perspectives. The interests of the mandators and the range of the mandate given by the election are diverging and tend to disintegrate. Further de-legitimising effects are: light polling, mistrust because of party policies, clientele orientation or personal interests of some politicians\textsuperscript{19} as well as the increase of conflict management processes like negotiation by third persons because of loss of trust in council decisions.

Amending laws to the municipal codes have further weakened the decision making power of the elected councils. The mayor being directly elected by the citizens can confront the council with this authorisation and even put it under pressure with citizen participation. The opposition can use citizen groups by making them propose a motion for the agenda of the council’s session or ask for


a direct citizen decision (referendum). Thus the council’s decision can be influenced and a loss of power and independence occurs.\textsuperscript{20}

New Public Management has also contributed to a weakening of the council’s position. Outsourcing and contracting out of services partly obstructs the overall control of the council.\textsuperscript{21} Customer-surveys carried out by the administration bypass the representation of the citizens by the elected council, a new model of “customer democracy” evolves when public servants adjust their behaviour directly to the needs of their customers. Benchmarking with other municipalities gives rise to standardised services and drives back political aspects leading to municipal specification.\textsuperscript{22} Last, but not least the decision making power of the council suffers from decreasing financial means and provisions coming from the state and national level.

Altogether there is a growing diffusion and dilution of the representative legitimacy scheme.\textsuperscript{23} These developments on the local level don’t occur in isolation. Similar developments can be found on state level when democratic structures are undermined by different sorts of cooperation and overlapping competences among public and private partners. There is also the incorporation of decision blocks from outside the parliamentary sphere. All these developments can break the seamless legitimacy chain from the totality of citizens to the final decision. If public services are privatised there are different forms of citizens’ influence and protest which are then often focussed on multi-national corporations.\textsuperscript{24} If these services are delivered by state or municipal bodies decision making, participative and reactive processes are in general restricted to traditional forms.

A third field of transformation besides the substance and the power of local decision making can be found in the changing role of the citizens themselves as owners or holders of the municipal body\textsuperscript{25}. If the traditional theory traces back

\textsuperscript{24} Roth, Roland: Participatory Governance and Urban Citizenship. In: Participatory Governance in Multi-Level Context. Ed.: Heinelt, Hubert, et. al. – Opladen 2002, p.75-82 (80)
democratic legitimacy to the totality of the citizens this legitimacy chain needs a
certain degree of conformity of the people as such.\textsuperscript{26} In reality, however, we
witness an increase of differences and single interests. Economical, ecological,
societal and cultural developments as well as the technological turn have lead to
“new types of citizenship” and even require a “re-composition and rescaling of
citizenship\textsuperscript{27}”. In this context it is significant that the German Federal
Constitutional Court in its latest judgement again emphasizes that behind the
theory of people’s sovereignty lies the idea of the free self-determination of a
single person.\textsuperscript{28} In processes with a potential for conflicts the problem is always
the perception of social reality which may differ greatly from one person to
another. So we have to give everybody a voice and we need mutual respect and
learning.\textsuperscript{29} The gaps which result from the fragmentation of interests and the
variety of perspectives can hardly be bridged by conform or uniform processes
designed to form democratic will and making a democratic decision. On the
contrary new forms of deliberative democracy\textsuperscript{30} are necessary.

In general uncertainty, complexity, variety and dynamics are identified as
conditions for state acting. In view of many topics, many goals, many interests
and many perspectives as well as many actors and arenas a variety of
arrangements is necessary. Therefore we need forms of regulation and
controlling that meet this variety on one side and on the other side use it as a
resource for democratic decisions.\textsuperscript{31} “Old political systems do not have enough
capacity to yield the policies necessary for dynamic local economies in an age of
rapid change.”\textsuperscript{32}

**IV. International developments**
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Some approaches that often recur in the international discussion are related to the concept of Urban resp. Regional Governance. The so-called Regulation Theory deals with the interplay of economic development and forms of regulation of the society presuming a linkage of economic, socio-cultural and political-administrative sub-systems. Some authors quote Antonio Gramsci and his integrative understanding of the state who defines civil society and the dominant relations of power within as part of the extended state.

Closely related with the governance approach is the Urban Regime-concept which gained importance mainly in the United States. It deals with political arrangements of actors from the public sphere and private enterprises that try to get influence on political decision making processes. It is noted critically that the regime concept can only explain certain aspects of governance; it illuminates the relationships and exchanges between public and private, rather than defines how a city is governed... Business is one set of actors among many, is itself fractured, and has various allegiances, either to national politics or to parties of various political colours.

In the United Kingdom new approaches to democratic control and cooperation are discussed under the term of “community governance”. On one side they deal with the division between national level and local level and the evolution of a local identity, called “New Localism”, on the other side they ask, which role the elected council can play in the context of the various actors. For all reasons you have to pay attention to “the importance of locality” and “the uniqueness of...
place\textsuperscript{39} i.e. the constellation of the actors may differ from municipality to municipality. The elected council should have the “power to lead and frame action”,\textsuperscript{40} but “whereas local government leadership was always difficult, local governance leadership requires almost super-human skills”.\textsuperscript{41}

John Stewart\textsuperscript{42} defines as a specific feature of the elected council that it is a “multi-contact authority” with more relations to different actors than any other organisation. This gives an outstanding position to the council. It is not allowed to understand its role only as an agency for providing services, but above all as a political institution. „Leadership in community governance“ involves a concern for the area, a readiness to work in many different ways, the realisation of community resources and the closeness to citizens and their communities, so that the authority in choice and voice reflects their concerns”. Stewart emphasises: „Each authority has to find its own route in response to its own publics...Greater citizen participation does not turn the role of the elected representatives into that of delegate. The public do not speak with one voice, but with many, and the role of the elected representatives is to seek to reconcile or to balance those views in political judgement.”

Gerry Stoker\textsuperscript{43} points out: „From the community governance perspective co-ordination through bureaucracy is joined by co-ordination through regulation at arm’s length, contracting through the market, responding to interest articulation and developing bonds of loyalty or trust“. In his “Networked community governance model” ”local government’s job (is) to facilitate the achievement of community objectives. Its role is to lead the debate, develop shared visions and help to ensure that appropriate resources – both public and private – are found and blended together to achieve common objectives.“ On the other side he also refers to problems that are caused by networks with regard to equal possibilities of access and the adjustment of responsibility and accountability: „Networked governance offers a challenging perspective to traditional theories of democracy...Democracy is justified first and foremost as a protection for the individual... The protection of individual rights is seen as a necessary but not a sufficient guide to democratic practice in the twenty-first century. We need also to move beyond the still valuable but limited contribution of formal representative democracy driven by occasional elections. Democracy is more than a safety valve to protect our basic rights. It has the potential to provide the basis for learning, to drive the search for collective solutions to complex and shared problems. Networked governance provides the frame on which a more extended exchange between governors and governed can be built... As Hirst argues ,Democracy in this sense is about government by information exchange and consent, where organized publics have the means to conduct a dialogue”

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{39} John, Peter; Cole, Alistair: Policy Networks,(see note 12) p.82 f.; Stewart, John: The Nature of British Local Government. – Basingstoke, u.a. 2000, p. 253 „The impact of Locality”
\textsuperscript{40} Sullivan, Helen: Modernisation, Democratisation..., (see note 37), p.18
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with government and thus hold it to account’. The issue is not the subjection of all decisions to majority approval.” We read further: “In the democratic system the participation of all is not required; rather its defining characteristic is its openness to all.”

In the Netherlands there is in the context of the concept of “interactive policy making” also a discussion about the role of the politicians in this process. They are asked to initiate and enable such processes and to assure their quality, but as it is argued, an institutional link between the interactive processes and the formal urban decision making processes is often missed. This link is taken as crucial in order to prevent the interactive process of becoming meaningless and useless. Even when interactive policy making often appears as “top down participatory arrangements” or as an “democratisation from above” this approach can cause positive impacts on democracy. The method of interactive policy making has also been adopted by the European Commission. The Commission will use this approach to evaluate existing policies and carry out open consultations about new initiatives.

The democratic legitimacy of the European Union is a recurring topic in public law and political science. “European integration theory can be seen as a special case of democratic network governance. Today there has been little connection between these two streams of investigations. However, discussions of ‘multilevel governance’ and ‘multilevel policy’ are beginning to build bridges between the two fields.” Arthur Benz suggests, instead of concentrating mostly on the strengthening of parliamentary power, to use the specific sources
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of legitimacy which offer the parliamentary, governmental and associative representation of interests in a combined model on a European level. According to his concept of “compounded representation” democratic legitimacy and authorisation on a European level could be composed out of different sources. Vice versa we have to ask why traditional democratic forms of legitimacy on a local level should not be opened up to new complementary sources in order to create a field for experimentation of new democratic forms. According to latest judgements of the German Federal Constitutional Court different forms and schemes of legitimacy combined could provide a sufficient level of legitimacy.\(^{50}\)

V. Local Regulation by concept planning and concert orchestration

The former German Chancellor Willy Brandt brought on a sense of new era about to dawn in German Politics when in 1969 he coined the phrase “Let’s share more democracy”. In the providing and planning state of the Seventies democratization was mainly understood as the participation in administrative decisions. In the current ensuring or guarantor state, which means that the state doesn’t deliver all services itself, but only guarantees the results, we also have to take into consideration the service delivery by private enterprises and the accomplishment of public functions by the citizenry. This requires another democratic approach, a bringing-together of different democratic sources and patterns of legitimacy. The time has come now to dare another democracy and to use the democratic potential of the private and the third sector to re-vitalize the community. The inclusion of private and societal actors represents a mode of “local capacity building” and serves to increase the capacity of the municipality for problem solving and designing the future, it represents quoting from the Article 28 of the German Constitution, the “local regulatory capacity”.\(^{51}\)

Traditional dogmatic approaches to democratic legitimacy only ponder the part the state takes on problem solving; they can’t catch the whole complexity of the matter.\(^{52}\) The metaphor of the legitimacy chain, from the electorate over the parliament to the administrative bodies, in former times often quoted in the judgements of the German Federal Constitutional Court, was only suitable for describing the hierarchically structured central government. The concept of the legitimacy level\(^{53}\) is more appropriate to admit an opening up of democratic theory across the political-administrative sphere. If the principle of democracy includes the aim to optimize\(^{54}\) then there is not only asked the right distribution of work and power between state bodies, but also the cooperation between

\(^{50}\) Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts(Federal Constitutional Court, Official Documents), Vol.83 (1990), p.72


\(^{53}\) Federal Constitutional Court, Official Documents, Vol.83 (1990), p.60,72

state and society, given by the possibility of compounded transfer and justification of legitimacy, has to be included in this optimising process. Thus different sources and schemes of legitimacy has to be connected in order to create a qualified level of legitimacy.

Local self-government does not exist outside of the state, but - according to Article 28 of the German Constitution - within the framework of the state laws. This is why a democratic opening up of the regulatory competencies of the municipalities is only possible if it is legally authorised by the state law for the municipalities. In a second step a basis and a framework for local democratic processes should be included in the municipal main statute passed by the council. This must be an individual procedure as local contexts and constellations of actors differ greatly. The shape of democratic structures can therefore be a characteristic feature of local identity, too.

An adequate reference model could be the “Charter of Democracy” known from Hämeenlinna/Finland or the “citizen charters” that exist in different European states. In some German municipalities there exist regulations for the carrying out of citizen participation, e.g. in the framework of the Local Agenda 21. We could build on these existing regulations. Thus, by law and statute, a staged and framed legal authorization could be established with a legitimising effect for specific locally orientated democratic procedures and experiments.

A local regulation by concept planning and concert orchestration must cover formal, organizational and procedural, as well as substantial issues. Such an approach includes the control and supervision of democratic procedures as well as the possibility to delegate part of the decision taking authority limited to a certain matter, territory and time. The concept planning results from the responsibility of the elected council for the development of the municipality. By analogy with the concept of Gender Mainstreaming in the future all private and societal actors and contributions should be taken into consideration for this concept planning right from the beginning. In the United Kingdom so-called “community plans” have been developed that contain comprehensive strategies for promoting the well-being of the area. This “plan of plans” represents an overall concept, a framework and a programme for the design and development of the municipality of the future.

---

57 Damkowski, Wulf; Rösener, Anke: Auf dem Weg zum Aktivierenden Staat. – Berlin 2003, p.116 ff. for the main statute of the municipality of Dürmentingen
If we define Governance as the “Quality of the concert” the elected council is in charge of the concert orchestration seen as a coordination regime. The council is meant to act in the sense of a “management of flows” in order to provide the general conditions so that political processes can be developed under the best possible circumstances. Ideally thus a “co-production of policies” emerges. It is conceivable, for example, that the council calls for tenders of democratic decisions about certain projects. Furthermore a process could be started, in which groups or actors define their interests, in analogy to the process that is described in municipal codes for economic activities of the administration. The council could accept applications, make a choice and place the assignment. This would add up to a “democratic outsourcing” to the “free administration” of private and societal organisations and groups. However, some pre-conditions for a reliable and binding decision making must be guaranteed, clear responsibility and accountability procedures, e.g. according to a given budget, are required. The council can give out assignments or contracts and act both as principal and supervisory board. For administrative handling the council could employ an office for democracy and co-ordination.

The group or organisation that has been assigned the democratic decision making process usually will be a so-called “single purpose” organisation, whose legitimacy to make substantial decisions results from affection, relation to real life and subject-knowledge. This is why the decision of this group has to be reconsidered and approved in the light of the common good by the elected council. Thus this decision is integrated not only in a procedural, but also in a substantial way in the overall “community plan” which comprises all single policies. Furthermore - according to experiences in New Zealand - a so-called “accountability platform” could be established. This platform could be used by the council to account for the public about the project, the reaching of and the reasons for the decision.

In summary it may be said that there are different strands of democratic legitimacy for this regulated, i.e. staged, framed and delegated way of decision-making: The responsibility for the concept and the orchestration of the concert

61 Schuppert, Gunnar Folke: Assoziative Demokratie (note 18), p.127 unter Berufung auf Lorenz von Stein
by the elected council based on law and statute combines input-, throughput- and output-orientated issues\textsuperscript{65}.

By this approach of compounded transfer and justification a higher level of legitimacy seems to be achieved as a whole, as compared with the traditional single-handed decision making by the elected council. The pluralistic, composed decision making process is given further legitimacy through the system context provided by the council. The gain of rationality and quality, of legitimacy and acceptance, of identification and responsibility, also with regard to better prospects of implementation of the decision by the groups and citizens that have participated in the decision making process, provides a compensation for the potential deficits in formal democracy\textsuperscript{66}. Furthermore such a regulated opening up of democratic decision making could optimise the effectiveness of policy making, and the democratic outcome\textsuperscript{67}.


\textsuperscript{66} Mehde, Veit: Ausübung von Staatsgewalt und Public Private Partnership. (see note 52), p.563: “Die Gemeinwohlsicherung... ist dabei gleichsam die materielle Seite des von der herrschenden Meinung entwickelten formellen Konzepts demokratischer Legitimation.”

\textsuperscript{67} “Der Gesetzgeber darf ein wirksames Mitspracherecht der Betroffenen schaffen und verwaltungsexternen Sachverstand aktivieren, einen sachgerechten Interessensausgleich erleichtern und so dazu beitragen, dass die von ihm beschlossenen Zwecke und Ziele effektiver erreicht werden,” so das Bundesverfassungsgericht zur functional Selbstdarstellung (to the functional self-administration), see Amtliche Sammlung (Official Documents), Vol.107 (2002), p.59